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THE TRANSFERENCE OF HEkT FROM A HOT PLATE TO AN AIR STREAM* 
By Franz Eliás 
• The latest reçearches in theoretical and experimental hydro-
dynamics revea],that the flow phenomena in fluids and in gases 
past a solid body are restricted to a relatively thin layer - 
the "hydrodynar4cal boundary layerH' These investigations ad-
vanced our knowledge on th friction of fluids and gases in mo-
tion,** and evolves new premises for the study of heat transfer-
ence in flow phenoraena. 
The transference of heat in moving fluids is by conduction 
and convection. Whereas the fluid cleaves to the wall, the heat 
must obviously pass between this ayer and the solid body analog-
ical to that between two solids. This postulate is confirmed by 
the complete absence of temperature jumps at the boundary sepa-
rating. the fluid from the solid body.*** Even the propagation 
of. heat in fluc1s reveals a certain type of conduction. In the 
physical representation and in the mathematical formulation we 
distinguish between heat conduction by 'molecular" transference 
and heat transmission by "mola° motion. 	 -___________________ 
* tI flie w&rme{bertragung einer geheizten Platte an str8mende 
Luft, ±roi Abhandlunen aus demAerodynami . cchen Instit4 an der 
• Technischn Hochschule Aachen, No. 9, l93O pp. 10-39. 
•.**JJ• ?r.andtL, Reports of the Third International Congrss for 
Mathematibians 1904, p. 484.	 •	 • 
• Th. v. Kárrán, "Laminar and Turbulent Friction," Abh. d. 
Aerodyn. Inst. d. Teclin. Hoclisahule Aachen, No. l p. 1; also see 
Z. angew. Mathem. Mechan., Vol. 1, 1921, p. 233. 
*** Nusselt, "The Transmission of Heat in Pipes," Habilitations-
schrift Dresden, Berlin, 1909, p • 3.
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In laminar flow ve.have a conduction by the irregular molec-
ular motion and. a transmission 1cy the orderly flow past the boun-
dary layer. In turbulent flow the ensuing pulsating fluid mo-
tions cause a higher heat transmission, in which molecular corn-
pononth likewise participate as heat carriers. The molecular 
conduction 'and convection induced bj the 'pulsating motion is 
comion1y expressed as turbu1ent heat donciuction.tt It.i;simpos-
sfble to calcu1ate this turbulent conduction directly, because 
we do not know the mechanic. of the 'pulsating motion.' But we 
Can draw. inferences about the measure of heat tranference from 
the friction by assuming the basic mechanics of the momentum In-
terchange in the first case of heat transference to 'be identical 
in the second.	 ' 
On this prenilse Reynolds* evolved the coefficit of heat 
tran'sferencs'froth the esistance factor for smooth pipes. Prornpt_': 
ed by the results of i''u s sel t , Professor Prandt1* showed that 'a 
direct, parallel conclusion (from flow resi'stance to heat trans-
fer in turbulent 'flow) is' permissible 'under stated conditions. 
Then Professor von Kárrnán extended the semi-empirical equation 
of the turbulent friction to the differential equations for tur-
bulent heat conduction, so .tha't it is now possible to interpret 
the heat trinsference in all cases where the velocity yield of 
*Q ;
 Reynolds,. "An' Experimental Investigation of the 'Oirc. . 
Phil.. Transact. of the Roy. SOC., Vol. 174- III; and "Proceedings," 
Manchester Lit. and Phil. Soc., 1874, p 9.. 
**L. Prandtl, "Relation'1et*een Heat Exchange and Resistance to. 
Flow,"' Phys'.' Zeitschr., i9lO,'p. 11 and"l672.
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the turbulent flow is known. One of his students, H. Latzko,* 
then calculated, the turbulent heat transfer of a fluid past a 
flat plate and through a circular pipe. 
Various researches have been made on the emission of heat 
'oetween,a flat surface and moving air, hutthey are confined to 
summary measurements of the heat deiivery.** 
Tie object of the present study was to define experimental-
ly the field of temperatuie and velocity in a heated fiat plate 
when exposed to an air stream whose direction is paalie1 to it, 
then to calculate therefrom the heat transference and the 'ric-
tion past the flat plate, and last1y, compare the test data with 
the mathematical theory. 
To ensure conrpara'ole results, we were to actually obtain or 
else approximate: 
a) two-dimensional flow; 
b) constant plate temperature in the direction of the 
stream. 
To approximate the flow in two dimensions, we chose. a rela-
tively wide plate and measured the velocity and temperature in 
the median plane. Considerable difficulty was experienced in 
trying to maintain a constant plate temperature over its whole 
length. If the heat is evenly distributed and the conduction in 
the plate itself is not_very intense the plate tein-ocrature would 
Ji. Latzko. "The Transmission o± Heat on a
	
Fi.uid o 
Gas Flow, Abh. d. Aerodyn. Inst. d. Techn. Hochchule Aachen, 
No. 1, p. 36; see also Z. angew. Mathem. Iechn., Vol. I, 1921, 
p, 268. 
W. JLrges, "The Heat Transmission Past a Flat Wai," supplement 
to Gesundheits-Ingenieur, No. 19, R. Oldenbourg, Munchen-Berlin, 
1924.
.1
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rise in the flow direction. 	 This rise had to be neutralized. 
This was accomplished, after various attempt, by having recourse 
to an electrically heated p1ae and a series of rheostats. 
The first experiments, were made with an ice-filled bo, but 
were not satisfactory, so we substituted Glaubér's salt (sodium 
sulphate). This method likewise proved unsuitable and we changed 
to a hollow copper plate with vapor heating (Fig. 1), with which 
we achieved better resu1s. The advantage of using saturated
vapor for heating lies in the freedom of the plate temperature 
from the velocity of the air stream and in the inppreciab1e 
effect of the barometric pressure. The vapors, produced from 
ether and alcohol heated in a glass vessel, passed through cop-
per tubing into the hollow box-like plate which was equipped on 
the inside with fins to ensure even distributioh of the vapor 
inflow.	 - 
The four narrow sides of the plate were housed in wood, 
first to minimize heat losses, and second, to .aci1i 'tate mount-
ing in the wind tunnel. The front of the plate was tapered tO 
form an entrance sect'ion. The heat emitted by the plate was to 
be measured from the condensation at point II; a third inlet 
(iii), served to check the regularity of the vapor inflow. But 
it proved impos3ible to determine •the heat from the condensation - 
first, because the feed pipes, which had. to be of metal (copper), 
dissipated part of the heat from the. ether vapors and then, 
let opening II likewise allo*ed orLe vapor to escape. , These dif-
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ficulties precluded. the rough check . on th heat .
 ene:gy which we 
had deemed so desirable, even though the hea.transmitted by the 
plate was to be primarily :mntp.. forn th•e heat content of 
the air stream. Aside from tiis, thetest, se-up..yielded the 
desired results. The plate temperature va .aseurned equal to the 
vapor temperature which was read. on a merc. ixy, therriometer in-
serted in opening IV. The ?nild. fluctuationswhich occurred were 
probably due to a slight overheating, .s . ce . the ether. was heated 
through a water bath which was difficult tp .
 regulate. 
Unwilling to forego the rough chck on tie: heat, we discard-
ed this method for heting . the plate direct 
.y, electricity. The 
plate, which really was abox (Fig. 2),	 0±' 3.5 mm thick 
copper, on.the inide of whiQh . 1i 	 oitd, a . variable. rheostat 
with 18 separate heating oo.ls...The axi Qf.the coils was per-
pendicular to the direction of theairta.,fo.r.regulating 
the heat by switchiig the individual coi1,s . on or off, as required. 
The box was filled with oil to ensure sati,sfacto.ry tenrperature 
balance. Moreover, it was tobe . expected. that, due to natural 
convection in the oil bath, tIe . ten'e.r.atu.re of the plate would 
not be constant vertically, which in a given case must be consid-
ered in the calculations. Th side wall.s were made of heavy cop-
per sheet, while the fou narrow sides were covered with wood. 
The front was tapered to forrn a 10-centimeter, entrance section 
(Fig 2)
	
To make possible a direct comparisbn with Ji3.rges' 
test data, we made the plate 50 cm long, as in his tests.
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Since it was impossible to base the determination of the 
plate tempe±ature on t'hat'of the oil bath because of local tem-
perature rises through''hè heating coiI,we resorted to thermo-
couples. Tijy wè'made on the princile* that the point of 
dontact as wellas a bórespodthgiy lông portion of the wires 
should ssume the témperäture of measurement, otherwise the con-
tact point 3s ünable"to dós . ... The wiré were O6 mm thick, of 
constant	 d manganièta1ad 'oidéred in 60-millimeter long 
grooves. Inrder to , ascertain : the number and ththrangenient 
of hsetheim000up1eth, we made t*,o specal ôneswhich*Cre 
pressed tb!'the plate by suitable :clarrps,	 drwith rhihwe'é-
féctèdvaribu temperature measurements. As a resüit;*e moun-ted 
17 surfabéthermocouples, all on one side of the p1ateos not 
t6 intérfee with the measurements in the boundaz láyèr which 
were thadéónthe other side. This of course, does itlève 
the flow Cbnditionsündisturbed,but we can neverthelèssassume 
this ditubancè to be without marked effect on the tèmrperaure 
dist±ibuidñ ii the wal1. The procedure was as f011ows: 
We d±v±ded the plate into ±'ive sections of 5 cth each, with 
3 .thermcoi$ts on each'dividing:line; The tém erature values 
were graphed .nd their verage determined, thus ....s,pl ri-ng the 
mean temperaturecoefficients fofive sections. :Sce.the ther-
mocouples br 'the bomdary 1aer had an 8-centimeter test length, 
parallel to heplae ändeperidicülar tQ the air stream, we 
*Knoblauch._ Hencky, . t! Introduction to Accurate 1, Technical Tempera-
ture Measurements,'t p. 5. R. Olden"oourg,Munchen-Berlin, 1926.
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confined ourselves to the temperature readings of the two middle 
sections, which were 5 cm apart. The average s
 which yielded the 
mean 1ate temperature, was also determined graphically. 
Now, whereas the mean temperature values revealed a linear 
increase, perpendicular to the direction of the stream, we had, 
in fact, measured the temperature .in the central axis of the 
plate, because in this plane the temperature deviations were ex-
actly neautralized. 
The temperature in the plane of measurement, in which the 
contact point of the thermocouple was displaced, could 'Ce regu-
lated, to within 2 to 3 per cent accuracy in excess plate temper-
ature over the air outside. As a result, the ratio of the mean 
plate temperature to the temperature measured in the plate cen-
ter remained constant even under mild temperature fluctuations. 
In particular, it enabled usto predict the mean plate tempera-. 
ture from one single voltmeter reading. The cold junction of 
the thermocouples was placed in ice. 
Owing to the ,
 slight discrepancy between the temperature 
masurements and the respective voltmeter deflections, the test 
points were not changed until one wire had first been connected 
in parallel to the subsequent one. Thus the pointer of the volt-
• meter moved only enough to indicate the discrepancy in tempera-
ture in the two test points, which made for rapid sequence in 
readings. 
The limited extent of the boundary layer called for careful 
selection and construction of our measuriig devices. The temper-
8	 N . A. C . A. Technical Memor anduri No. 614 
ature can be measured. with resistance thermometers or with ther-
mocouples; Ve preferred the latter. 
But before deciding on any definite material, shape or wire 
thickness, we followed Dr. F. N. Scheubel t s suggestion and made 
a systematic study of the sources of errors which arapt to oc-
cur. To ensure correct temperature readings, two factors must 
be taken into account: 
First, the thermocouple, exposed to an air stream, must not 
set up any material 
of the thermocouple 
tue in which it is
by using fine gauge 
One contact p0
tinent poiit of the
be measured. This,
ture record at this
turbulence. Second, the point of contact 
must actually be able to assume the temper&-
used. The first exigency is taken care of 
streamline wires.* 
tnt of the thermocouple is placed at the per-
boundary layer, where the temperature is to 
hovever, does not ensure a correct tempera-
point, when the other parts of the wires 
pass through a zone whose temperature differs from that at the 
point of contact, for in this case an exchange of heat takes 
place. It is very expedient to use fine gauge wiresstretched 
parallel to the plate but perpendicular to the direction of the 
air stream. If it were possible to realize an exact two-dirilen-
sional temperature field, there would be no temperature gradient 
at all in this direction. As a. matter of fact, the temperature 
changë linearly with the height, and, it may be assumed that the 
*A method which includes the thermal lag of the test wires in 
measurements made by 'the hot-wire r1iëthod is given later.
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same amount of beat flows in at one side of the contact point as 
flows out on the other, so that the point ofcontact still re-
cords the correct teriperature. 
The importance of heat compensation becomes readily appar-
ent from the following comparative tests made with six different 
thermocouples of different shape and wire thickness but under 
otherwise identical conditions(Figs. 3 and ga). 
.Thermocouple	 1.- made of 0.05 mm copper and constantan 
wire. The two wires were inserted, 
trdsted, and soldeed. The test Jength 
was 43 mm; the rest was of 0.6 mm copper 
•	
and con$tantan wires. 
Thermocouple I - like I, hut the 80 mm test length was of 
-	 0.3 mn copp.Qr and constantan wires. 
The contact wa formed by butt-joining 
the two vire ends.: 
Thermocouple III - same as II, bu 0.6 mm wires. 
Thermocouple IV - 0.1 X 3mm copper and constantan strip; 
test length 83 :mi where noth strips 
were superposed for a space of 30 mm and 
then so1derd. 
Thermocouple V - of 0.6 mm copper and constantan wires. 
The wires form a 90° angle at point of 
contact. 
Thermocouple VI - same as V, but uith 130° angle. 
From an examihation of Figures 3 and 3a, it is clear that 
the angle-shaped thermocouples yieldaltogether fallacious re-
suits, and measurements r.ade with such thermocouples in an in-
tensely changing field. of temperature musthe regarded with cau-
tion, as Ludowicits for instance. 
*W. Ludowici, "Measurmënts in the Boundary Layer of Flowing 
Gases,il
 V.D.I., Vol. 70, 1926, p. 1122 ff.
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The effect of the ure diameter is relatively Cmall compared 
to that of its shape. 
After heating the plate the measurements were made on three 
sections, namely, forward, middle (xth = 17.5 cm) and rear 
(xth =34 cm), and confirr1ed. by subsequent check tests with 
thermocouples Nos. 1, 2, 5 and 6. Curves 1 to 3 show that the 
diameter of the wire has some- effect even for an identical set-
up, that is., the temperature rises as the diameter decreases. 
The curves foi 0.3 hun and 2 x0.05 mm wire diameter (test No. 1) 
meet; it may be assumed that a limit has been reached at which 
the element indicates the exact temperature at the test pbint 
with any degree of accuracy. The working. lengths of the thermo-
couples used in the nain tests were of plain manganin and con-
stantan wire 0.1 mm thick. The same kind of wire.but 4 x 0.1 mm 
thick was. used for the col.d junctions (in ice) and for clamping 
to the holder. We substituted manganin for copper because the 
firt has the same conductivity as constantan. We als made 
some experiments regarding the suitability of platinuri.- platinum-
Dhodium thermocouples which, however, turned out unsatisfactori-
ly for reasons of mechanical strength, in addition to the fact 
that their thermal conductivity is only a'oout one-fourth that of 
the constantan-manganin couples. 
The thermocouples were clamped on a bakelite frame (Fig. 4), 
which was fastened to the steel holder on a workbeiich, so the 
element could be shifted in the direction of the str ' am (x)
and perpendicular to the plate (y). The y coordinates were 
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read. with a vernier to 1/50 mm accuracy; the -x coordinates 
with a conventional scale. The wh1e set-up as nounted on a 
concrete block in front of the tunriel entrance cone. 
At zero position théré wa aii intimate contact between 
plate and. thermocouple, as chedkêdwith an electric contact de-
vice and a small signal lamp.	 S 
The thermocouple denoted in this position, particularly at 
higher velocities, a lower terxerature than the plate, o.n ac-
count of the cooling o bhé exposed parts of the :test wire, 
which was not specially pressed oil the plate. For the surface 
temperature measurements *éusd the previously mentioned sur-
face thermocouples, which we calibrated with the Knoblauch-Hericky 
liquid boiling apparatus. Saturated vapors are produced in it 
(by alcohol or ether) so that the .temperature . can be kept con-
stant for any desired. period. The second point of contact was 
placed in a container with crushed ice. Subsequently, we used 
hot water and the±thos . bottles with ice, which answered the same 
purpose - in fact, were better, because the inside wall of the 
bottle takes the temperature of the liquid in it. 
The calibration curves of the thermocouples made of copper-
const'antan and. of manganin-constantañ wire 'ae 'represented In 
Figures 5 and 6. Within the temperature diffe'rencs of our' 
tests the relation between thermoeléOtric current, thermal volt-
age, and temperature, respectively, was linear. It 'also *ili be 
noted that the line connecting the tireé (t*o) test points does
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not pass through the origin of the coord1náte, wherefrom i,t was 
concluded th linear dependence is strictly valid only within 
the measured lirnits. y lower temperathrè differences (begin-
fling t 5°C) the calibration curve becothes parabolic, and under 
certain conditions, very irreguIa. 
We always placed the cold junction in ice, so that the room 
temperature hedme the lowest test temperature difference. For 
defining the tenrperatur, we rL1easur	 he' thermalcurrent be-
cause'the readings had to be taken in rapid succesCion.
	
-J
The voltage for a manganin-coñstantañ thermocouplo .
 was 
/volt 3.76 x 10
	 loo° ci' 
2( volt \ and	 3.6 x 10-
	
l0O° 0/ 
for that made of copper-constantan wire. 
Accordiigto Knoblauch-Hencky, the voltage for the latter 
ranges 'oetween
3.6 x l0_2 and 4 x l02 (_volt \\ 
100 
depending on the kind of material used. 
The current waCmeasured withSiéesarid:Ha1ske dial volt-
meters anda rotary-coil recording déviaé. : The . sensitivity for 
one scale division was 10" vlt. The resisnce of the record-
ing devices isabout l8, aid 182 and 176 Q, respectively, 
for the installed series resisance at thisvoltage setisitivity. 
In this manerit was possi'ble'to reglatetheeflection so as
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to fit the correspoiding temperature and to make S
 avai1ab1e a 
large portion of the scale, which in turn enhanced the accuracy 
of the readings. 
The velocity of the free stream was.iraied between 3 and 
35 m/s, the lower limit being contingent on. the.control possibil-
ities of the wind tunnel, and the maximum on the vibrations of 
the thermocouples at.higher velocities. The pulsating motion 
brings the point of constant in the boundary layer within the 
zone of different temperatures,.causing the galvanometer needle 
to oscillate. 
• The temperature difference between plate and undis-
turbed air. stream, ranged between 16 and 20 (00), although we 
made some experiments at 36 .
 to 37.5 (°a) super-temperatures 
We anticipated the temperature curves to be similar because of 
the fact that the. best transmission within this temperature range 
is proportional. The various velocities for tntL are shown 
in FigLire.s 7, 8 and 9., plotted against y (t = temperature in 
boundary layer, tL = temperature in free air stream). 
The heat given off by the plate caused a slight rise in the 
temperature of the air stream, so the plate temperature itself 
arose, because the heat output remained constant. But since a 
measurement in the boundary layer never took longer than 5 to 10 
minutes, we were justified in assuming that temperature as out-
side air temperature which we had measured after reaching the 
undisturbed air stream.
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The temperature curves wer .aicen. .	 tet. points desig-
nated with xh = 20, 30, 40 and 50, and with	 = 10, 20, 30 
and 40, respectively. xh here enote.s :?
	
of the test

points frQm the flow tip, the.beginning :o'..e 
boundary layer; xth, the distance. preceding.the. entry of the 
thermal reaction. It forms the,.border line etwe-i
. e hot plate 
and I?.e . wo	 insulation of th , lQw	
....:.	
.	 .: 
The temperature curves 
according to vh€..ther the flow is laminar or turbu1en . -to. tT 
ica1., fe	 shapes. The isr1tion Curves: for.the ..turbu-
lent fipi shQvr a much steeper g
	 aear tot1eia1l . than for 
the liflow. A notable feau
	 of.tIes..twotypes.of..tern-
peratureistributi.on, ind,uced by 
their .ontempoary 4. stnce.asp,.te vcci,y distribution 
past the plate.' Based on. Figures7-27, we appendtI . types of 
flow fo. t1eindividtal . teraperature curves along with their re-
spedtive Reynolds Tunbers in the following table. 
S	
, 	 ....... . . 	
S
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tm/s.)
Xh 
(cm)
U	 Xh 
(r/s)
U	 Xh 
1
...Type of flow .past. plate 
smooth rough 
3 10.8 0.324 20,2a0 lathinar laminar 
3 20 0.6 37,500 I' 
3 30 0.9 56,300 
3 40 1.2 75,000 
3 50 1.5 93,700 - 
5 20 1.0 62,500 lamInar 
5 30 1.5 93,700 it 
5 40 2.0 125,000 tur'oulent 
5 50 2.5 156,200
S 
turbuient 
7.5 2,0 1.5 93,700 laminar laminar 
7.5 30 2.25 140,500 turbulent 
7.5 40 3.0	 .	 . l8'7,500 turbu1ent 
7•5 :o 3.75 234,200 it tr 
10	 •.20 2.0 125,000 laminar laminar 
10 30 3.0 187,500 turbulent turbulent 
10 40 4.0.	 .	 . 250,000 U 
10 50 5.0 3i;500 ' 
15 20 3.0	 .. 18?.500 'I . 
15 30 4.5 282,000 I' 
15 40 6.0 375,000 H U 
15 .	 50 7.5 469000 II II 
19.3 20 3.86 241,000 U 
19.3 30 5.79 362,000 - 
19.3 40 7.72 482,000 U - 
19.3 50 9.65 603,000 - 
20 20 4.0 250,000 if U 
20 30 6.0 .375,000 
20 40 8.0 500,000 U 0 
20 50 10.0 625,000 It 
25 20 5.0 312,500 .	 If U 
25 30 7.5
5	
469,000 ii S 
25 40 10.0 625,000 5 II 
25 50 12.5 781.000 11 
35	 . 20 7.0 438,o:'o S 
35 30 10.5 656,000 It It 
35 40 14.0 875,000 5 
35 50 17.5 1092,000' 11'
[	 .	
II
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At U = 5 and = 7.5 rn/c, consistent with Re = 125,000 and = 
140,500 Reynolds Number, the flow past the smooth plate is still 
laminar, although.i.t has already turned turbulent alon.the rough 
plate. ' At Re = 100,000 to 250,000, a laminar flow prevails at 
the forward part of the plate, vhich gradually becomes turbulext 
as itasss theplat.	 ' 
The pertinent curves of tile emperature distribution plotted 
for .highr; xh, tat:is, rea.part jf the p1ate- hence of turbu-
lent character - intersect, by vrtue of their gradien, the 
curves'for.:lower xh (forward part of plate), *here •the flow 'is 
still laminar. As a result ti temperature along ,a straight line 
decreases parallel to the late in the direction of the stream. 
at the point of transition from laminar to turbulent flOw. The' 
rough plate had, the roughness of a coarse file. 
At high velocities (beginniig at about 1ñi/s) and up to,1 
to 2 hull away from the wall, the rough plate shdwed a highr ten 
perature gradient than the smooth plate. At greater distances 
(from about 1-2 mm on), the öonditions become reersed; the 
smooth flo* has the higher gradient, hence its curve is lower 
than fo the rough plate. 
At velocities below 15 rn/s , no distinct diferences can be 
noticed. Of course, it should be remembered that the zero posi-' 
tion of the thermocouple was assumedly that setting at which the 
thermo-element was in intimate contact with the uppermost ridges 
of the roughened plate. We also measured the velocity distribu-
IT.A.C.A. Technical iierforandurn iTo. 614
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tion in these planes denoted 'by Xh and xth. 
The velocity was computed. from the dynamic pressure, with 
the fornula u	 (PL expressethe air density con-
forming to the prevailing temperature). (Landolt-B8rnstein, 
Phys. Chem. tables.) 
Here,	 'u = air speed, 
= specific grakiity of test liquid, 
ha = pressure head in Pitot tube, 
= air density with respect to teniperature. 
The dynamic pressure was defined with a dynamic pressure 
recorder, the Pitot tubes being thin, rectangular glass tubes 
0.28 and 0.34 mm on the outside, and. 0.15 mm on the inside. The 
diameter had tp be small to prevent any appreciable disturbance 
on the test point which, however, delayed the pressure gauge 
-	
from 5 to 10 minutes. At lower than 10 rn/s speed in undisturbed 
stream, the measuremeit was not accurate. The zero position of 
the Pitot tube at the wall (checked by magnifying glass) was de-
termined by contact between test tube and plate, although we 
disregarded the reading in this position. 
As y coordinate of the test point, we used the distance 
of the tube axis away from the wall. The curves for the veloci-
ty and the temperature distribution are drawn for equal U and 
the same super-temperature &. In order to arrive at the ef-
fect of the heat on the velocity field, we defined the distribu-
tion of the latter with a nonfleated plate, asshown in Figures
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28 to 32. The difference 'oetwee. two such curves is not pro-
nounced and does not exceed 2 to 3 per cent. This bears out 
Latzko's assumption, who stated that the effect of the tempera-
ture on the field of velocity could be disregarded at compara-
tively low super-temperatures. The figures further show the 
corresponding velocity curves for the rough plate. They are, 
as we anticipated,, lower than for the smooth plate, because of 
the greater resistance and consequently, slower velocity of the 
rough plate. 
The obtained test data now enable us to conipute the heat 
transmission of the plate with respect to plate length x and 
velocity U. 
The time rate of the heat passing through a flat section 
of width 1,. placed perpendicular to the plate is 
IWE'\ Q(x) = J Y cp u ( y )	 (y) d Y	 (1) 
where
cp 
0 
= 0p 
u (y) 
tn
 - t = & (y)
specific weight of air 
heat per unit weight (WE/kg 00), 
II	 II	 II	 volume (WE/r±
	
00),
(m/s), 
velocity in boundary layer ariab1e with y/ 
super-temperature in boundary layer variable 
with y.(°0), 
= temperature at test point, 
tT, =	 '	 of the air outside, 
y	 vertical distance away from the wall (in), 
5	 = boundary layer thickness (m).
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So when we determine the heat volume	 Q() orf the air stream
past the 'plate at point. X+i and X in two such planes, the 
difference Q(x)n+i - Q(x)n represents the heat transmitted by 
a plate strip of width 1 over x 41 - x length. The coefficient 
a., which denotes the heat pez' unit area in unit time and for 
10
 C temperature difference'can now be determined from Q(x)n+i 
Q(x)n for the corresponding part Of the plate. 
Then the experimentally defined curves of the temperature 
and the velocity distribution are applied to formula (1) (Figs. 
33-40) and the heat Q(x) carried past the air stream is graph-
ically integrated for xh = 20, 30, 40, 50. The values of inte-
grant q	 ( Cp u ( tn - tL) are plotted against y and the en-
tire heat Q.(x) carried off from the plate up to the correspond-
ing test point x is computed (in watts) from the area enveloped 
by curve q = 1' (y).	 ' 
Now we compare our test results with the :theoretical trea-
tises of von Krmn and Latzko, E. Pohlhausen:and Jirges measure-
ments.	 .	 . 
The heat transfer can be determined theoretically from for-
mula (1) by using the distributing unc.tion for velocities u(y) 
and for super-temperatures	 (y), conformal to the boundary lay-
er theory. The theory postulates two physical oha.racteristics 
the Reynolds Number Re for L and the Péclet factor re'' 
defIned by "	 it can be proved that' :the distributing 
functions of u and & are 'precisely similar, only when. the two 
20	 LA.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 614 
factors are equal, i.e., when P " 
	
Pohlhausen* computed u (y) and 	 (y) with respect to 
these factors for the laminar •zone, and arrived at 
Q	 a	
l\h/2	
0 
for a strip width l, where
:1. - P	 - 0pY 1' 
.€	 £ 
FQr our case	 = 0.744 and a = 0.6. 
lYon Xármán and Latzko made the calculation for the turbulent 
zone based upon Reynolds t and Prandtls analogy betweenthe trans-
fer of friction and of heat. This, analogy is perfectly valid as 
long as Reynolds and Peclét's numbers are equal. On this pemise 
the distributing functions for super-temperature and.velocity are 
coincident and we can put
and & = 
with 5 '0.37 
Written in formula (i), we arrive at 
Q O.0356 x'O u	 (7) 
for a plate strip of width 1. 	 =€. being different from 1 for 
real g 'ases, there is a certain arbitrariness in introducing the 
Reynolds Number in the formula. But we can, however,_estimate 
*E. Pohlhausen, "Heat I:change between SOlid Bodies and Fluids 
by Slight' Friction and Low Heat' Conduction," Z. angew. Maheni. 
Mechan., Vol. I, 1921, p. 120.
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the anticipated disciepañcy'by aplying Peclt's nunber Instead, 
in which case the va]ie o± the heat transfer then changes in . the 
ratio of /7= / 1. '34 = 1.061, which approximates to" the the-
ory by 6 per cent.	 .: 
In Figures 41'and 42 we iotted the heat transmitted per 
i'm2 of plate area in one secb1d, the velbcity of the undisturbed 
air stream and 10 0 temerature difference against U' xh and 
U Xth and Re	 et . xh denotes the distance of the en-

trance section and xth the distance from the entrant thermal 
reaction. This dual representatiOn seened fitting' because of 
the analogy between friction and heat conduction in accordance 
with the theory which 'postulates the same boundary conditions 
for both cases, i.e., the coincidence Of incipien.t..thermal and 
hydrodynamical reaotion. The condition was not conrplied with 
because th sectiOn (tapered, 10 cm long) was not heated. How-
ever, a comp 'arion of the respective temperature and velocity 
distribution curres revea1e. na-difference except in the laminar 
flow at around UD '= lO m/s; but a soon as the flow becomes 
turbulent, these curves - converted to the same' 'scale - become 
congruent, and' only a very 's1iht 'disparitT prevails at the 
first test point xh = 20. 
Fro this it is concluded that the neutralizing effect of 
the turbulence gradually ..ampensates the difference caused by 
the delayed thermal'reaCior.: along the plate, and that therey 
the thermal processe's are the same 'as if the beginning of its
22	 N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 614 
own and that of the hydrodynamical reaction had been siMu1tanê-
ous. Obviously this, compensation along the plate is complete 
only: when the entrance section is relatively Snall. ap compaea 
to the length of the heated portion of the plate. 
When we compare the test data with the just cites. theoretical 
formulas, we note first, the ciose. 'agreement in the heat. transfer 
coefficient up to Re	 2 x lO with Pohihausen's func:tion. . Be-
tween Re = 2 X and. 5 X l0, the conditions have no w.eii-; 
defined character. The' flow past the plate is neither whoJ..J.y. 
laminar nor turbulent throughout. 
The: test points for velocity UD yield a. series of heat 
transfe±'ence curves' which are analogous to B.lasitw.:and .Gebert * 
curves for the resistan.ce to flow.. .: -: ........:. 
For Re = 5 X 106
 to Re . ll •.x 10!. , the tt data are in 
satisfactory accord. with the. yoi K.rrnn-Latzko curve,particularly 
when the calculation of. the plate length start8 with . te bgin-
fling of the thermalre:action . . It.must,be borne: in mind that our 
rnethod for defining the 1ieat volume thakes. great dmanST on ti.e 
measuring accuracy,. so that the scattering 'i . nat.ura11y 
pronounced. than if the;heat volume, had. been d.:efined by onedirect 
measurement.
** 
One curve in Figure 42,• taken from. Jurges.': measurements, is 
included. for comparison. He attested tQa.marked discrepancy 
*Results of Aerodynamic Test Laboratory, Isue III, p. 5, 1927, 
Ergebnisse der AeThdyn. Versuchsanstalt zu GOtt±ngen. 
**Zeitschr angew. Mathern. ,iechan,, Vol. 9, 19
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between his measurements and von Kármán-Latzko's computed heat 
volumes, which is ascribed to the following: 
J&rges uses, exactly as we did, a plate 50 cm long, in front 
of which he placed a 31-centimeter long entrance section. It is 
evident that in this case the premise of the theory (contempo-
rary start of hydrodynar1iical and thermal reaction) does not ii.old. 
Whereas in our tests the ratio of the length tO the hydrodynam-
ical entrance section of the thermal measuring length was 1 : 5, 
it amounte'dto around . 3 : 5 in J4!rges l
 case. We suspect J{r-
ges*, as well as ten Bosch,** wrote the total length, 31 + 50 
cm in Latzko's formula for the Reynolds Number, so naturally 
the figures for the heat transmission are lower than the experi-
mental values. 
It becomes apparent from Figure 42 that the discrepancies 
of Ji!rges ! igures ae much lower. Within Re = 3 X iO and 
7 x i0	 our test points agree satisfactorily with his; at higher 
or lower figures than these, JL.rges' figures are slightly, higher, 
our test . points approaQhing the theoretical curves somewhat 
closer. 
In Fie	 is exhibited the heat, transfer plotted against 
the veloity per 1 m area and 1° 0 temperature difference. The 
plotted test points are in accordance with the measured values 
graphIcally obtained at point xth = 50 cm from equation 
*Zeitschr. angew. Mathem. Mechan.; Vol. 9, 1929,' p. 45.' 
**ten Bosch, u The Tans4ssion of Heat," 2d edition, Berlin. 
Julius Springer, 1927, p. 125.
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Q(x)	 c u	 - tL) dy. For' coparison, we further in-
clude the von Kármn-Lat.zko and. the Jrges curves. The applica-
tion of the Pclet figure revealed
	 1.345 instead of 
Our test points act thothooreticalcurve	 (re') check 
very closely. Goater scattering, about 14 per cent, showa
	 2 
points for UD = 20 and 35 m/. 	 . 
Tb dernonstrat the 'effect of plate 1egth on the .
 1. &t. trans-
for, Figure 44 shows Q()/	 fl lottd:against xth, for four 
points: Xth = 20,	 30, 40 and 50 cm; the average of th eiiit'
points was formedfor the ei1't velocities between UD = 10 rn/s 
and UD = 35 rn/s. The points thiis obtained are showh connected 
by a curve on Figure 44, and. at a logarithmic scale on Figure 
45. A straight hue drawn through thee points yields 
Q(x)/o U as a power function of plate length xth having an 
exponent which is indicateaby the slope of the straight line. 
Its value is n = 0.89.	 . . .	 .	 . 
The limits of analogy betweenf'loW resistance and transfer-
ence of heat as confirmed by our test data are of vital inipor-
tance for the theory. For we are noiv able to compare , the tern-
perature fields with the corresponding velocity fields, and the 
flow resIstance with the heat transfer. 
For •cornparin the temperature With the velocity field, the 
following is' appropriate: flie plate eriiperature reaches its 
maximum at y = 0, while the velocity is zero. At the boundary 
4 
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layer for y = 6, the super-temperature is zero while the veloc-
ity attains its maximum value - that of undisturbed flow. To 
ensure the same character and the same boundary conditions for 
the temperature (distribution curves) as for the velocity dis-
tribution curves, the difference "plate temperature minus boun-
dary layer temperature" was plotted as variable. This curve ac-
tually .has the same character as the curve of the velocity dis-
tribution. For representing both curves at the same scale, the 
speed values 100 u/U were expressed in per cent of the speed 
of undisturbed air flow and the temperature values 100 i/ 
in per cent of super-temperature of the plate, and the results 
plotted on Figures 46 to 55. It is seen that the conformal 
temperature and velocity distribution curves are in agreement 
with Prandtl's theory of similarity for speeds above 15 rn/s 
(where the flow past the ilate is already turbulent). The dis-
crepancies become more pronounced at UD = 10 rn/s (where the 
flow is still laminar). The satisfactory accord between the 
fields of temperature and velocity, notwithstanding the delayed 
entry of the thermal reaction ., is explained by the compensating 
effect of the prevailing turbulence. 
Translation by J. Vanier, 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics.
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